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Abstract. Flood risks are dynamically changing over time. Over decades and centuries, the main drivers for flood 10 

risk change are influenced either by perturbations or slow alterations in the natural environment or, more 

importantly, by socio-economic development and human interventions. However, changes in the natural and 

human environment are intertwined. Thus, the analysis of the main drivers for flood risk changes requires a 

disentangling of the individual risk components. Here, we present a method for isolating the individual effects of 

selected drivers of change and selected flood risk management options based on a model experiment. In contrast 15 

to purely synthetic model experiments, we built our analyses upon a retro-model consisting of several spatio-

temporal stages of river morphology and settlement structure. The main advantage of this approach is that the 

overall long-term dynamics are known and do not have to be assumed. We used this model setup to analyse the 

temporal evolution of the flood risk, for an ex-post evaluation of the key drivers of change, and for analysing 

possible alternative pathways for flood risk evolution under different governance settings. We showed that in the 20 

study region the construction of lateral levees and the consecutive river incision are the main drivers for decreasing 

flood risks over the last century. A rebound effect in flood risk can be observed following an increase in 

settlements since the 1960s. This effect is not as relevant as the river engineering measures, but it will become 

increasingly relevant in the future with continued socio-economic growth. The presented approach could provide 

a methodological framework for studying pathways for future flood risk evolvement and for the formulation of 25 

narratives for adapting governmental flood risk strategies to the spatio-temporal dynamics in the built 

environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Floods are one of the most damaging natural hazards, accounting for a majority of all economic losses from natural 30 

hazards worldwide (UNISDR, 2015). Managing flood risks requires knowledge about hazardous processes and 

their impacts. Risk resulting from floods is defined as a function of the probability of a flood event or scenario, 

respectively, and the related extent of damage (Fuchs et al., 2005). The latter is computed by a function of the 

monetary value of the object affected by the flood and its vulnerability against process magnitude.  

However, the single factors of the risk formula are evolving over time, as well as the resulting risk. Consequently, 35 

flood risks are being more frequently analysed from a dynamical perspective rather than from a static one (Merz 

et al., 2010; Mazzorana et al., 2012). Hence, many studies are dealing with changes of natural risks over recent 

decades and centuries (Keiler et al., 2005; Hufschmidt et al., 2005; Keiler et al., 2006; Himmelsbach et al., 2015; 

Achleitner et al., 2016). In addition, research on climate change and their impacts is focusing on future changes 

in risks (Hundecha and Merz, 2012; Beckers et al., 2013; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Merz et al., 2014; Alfieri et al., 40 

2015a; Alfieri et al., 2015b; Devkota and Bhattarai, 2015; Alfieri et al., 2016; Arnell and Gosling, 2016; 

Kundzewicz et al., 2014). Only a few studies consider both, the impacts of climatic changes to river flows and the 

future dynamics in the elements at risk (Bouwer et al., 2010; Jongman et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015; Winsemius et 

al., 2015; Löschner et al., 2016). However, most studies focus on the future increase of flood risk. To our 

knowledge, a closer look at the dynamics of the change itself is rather rare. 45 

Several intertwined natural and anthropogenic drivers influence the spatio-temporal evolution of flood risk in 

floodplains. Floods are either caused by direct rainfall on the floodplain (pluvial floods, surface water floods) or 

rainfall on river catchments resulting in catchment outflow. The latter is causing floods in downstream floodplains 

(riverine floods, lake floods). Thus, the boundary conditions of floods in a floodplain can either be rainfall or river 

flow, or both. Consequently, changes in flood processes, i.e. changes in frequency and magnitude of floods in a 50 

floodplain, are determined by these external influencing factors. In several studies, the changes in rainfall 

frequency and intensity are investigated, with a special focus on the effects of climatic changes (Gobiet et al., 

2014; Arheimer and Lindström, 2015). Thus, changes in the incoming flow hydrographs are external drivers of 

change in floodplains (Hollis, 1975; Hooke, 2006; Muñoz et al., 2017). In mountainous areas, flood losses are 

also influenced by sediment transport and deposition processes (Staffler et al., 2008; Keiler et al., 2010).  55 

River morphology changes over time (Marani and Rigon, 1994; Pinter et al., 2001; Sear and Newson, 2003; 

Brierley and Fryirs, 2016; Slater et al., 2015) and this can include natural and gradual changes in the river 

morphology and flood regime (Church and Ferguson, 2015; Coulthard and Van De Wiel, Marco J., 2007; Hall et 
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al., 2014; Herget et al., 2007; Marchese et al., 2017; Vorogushyn and Merz, 2013; Arnaud-Fassetta, 2003), 

changes in the adjacent vegetation (Corenblit et al., 2014), or disruptive changes by flood events (Guan et al., 60 

2016), e.g. by levee failures (Croke et al., 2015). Also important are anthropogenic interventions that are relevant 

drivers of flood risk in a floodplain, for example the construction of flood defences such as levees and dams (Pinter 

et al., 2000; Belz et al., 2001; Surian and Rinaldi, 2003; Bronstert et al., 2007; Di Baldassarre et al., 2009; Ernst 

et al., 2010; Bergillos et al., 2016) or river restoration projects (Kiss et al., 2008; Dixon et al., 2016). Changes in 

river morphology can be captured by reconstructing the morphology of historic states of the river and comparing 65 

it with the present state. This concept of retro-modelling was first defined by Remo and Pinter (2007) and Remo 

et al. (2009). Retro-modelling provided a methodological framework for some of these mentioned studies. 

However, the construction of levees as flood protection measures in one floodplain can have adverse effects in 

downstream floodplains (Tobin, 1995; Pinter et al., 2006; Gregory, 2006; Zhao and Shao, 2015; van Triet et al., 

2017) and can result in trade-offs in flooding between upstream and downstream floodplains (Ryffel et al., 2014; 70 

Salzmann et al., 2016). Likewise, land use changes impart an effect on catchment hydrology and floods (Burby 

and French, 2007;  O’Connell et al., 2007; Rogger et al., 2017). For example, drainage of land for settlement or 

agriculture can incur subsidence that results in increasing flood hazards and flood risk (Carisi et al., 2017). 

Beside changes in the natural environment, i.e. the fluvial aspect of the floodplain, flood risk is also changing due 

to variations in the exposed elements at risk and their vulnerability. One of the most relevant drivers of flood risk 75 

is the increase in the elements at risk due to socio-economic development (Elmer et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2015). 

The growth of settlements and thus the increase of residential buildings is related to population growth (Cammerer 

and Thieken, 2013). Infrastructure is increasing in parallel with population growth. This has wider impacts on the 

socio-economic system. For example, in economically active areas, floodplains are increasingly occupied by 

production facilities, as these require relatively flat areas for their construction (Nicholls and Crompton, 2017). 80 

Recent studies in Austria show an increase in the number of buildings potentially affected by floods of up to 700 

% in the last century (Fuchs et al., 2015; Fuchs et al., 2016). With economic development, the elements at risk 

and the infrastructure in floodplains are increasing in quantity and monetary value. Last but not least, higher object 

vulnerabilities (Adger, 2006; Posey, 2009; Boudou et al., 2016) due to changes in the construction techniques 

result in increasing flood risks. Increasing values at risk compete with the opposing drivers of flood risk reduction 85 

measures by individuals and the public (Wiering et al., 2017). Hence, changes in exposure and vulnerability are 

influenced by governmental interventions and regulations and by the actions of individuals (Noël and Cai, 2017). 

On the one hand, local governments regulate land use with spatial planning instruments. In many countries, the 
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occupation and utilization of areas potentially affected by floods is not allowed or restricted. Moreover, 

governmental institutions and legislative entities are providing the basic principles and legislative frameworks for 90 

land use (planning) in floodplains (Gober and Wheater, 2015). Thereby, land use regulations are dictating the 

actions of the individuals and businesses. Governments and insurance companies are increasingly enforcing 

individuals to protect their houses against floods with object protection measures. 

In summary, the built environment in floodplains, whether the settlement area or the river channel, is subject to 

changes and co-evolutionary dynamics in both spheres of society and nature (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013a; Di 95 

Baldassarre et al., 2015). Floodplains are influenced by flood events and subsequent changes in the society, by 

governmental decisions as adaptation to these flood events, and individual agents (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013b). 

These dynamics between society and nature influences past and future risk pathways. Moreover, the spatio-

temporal development of all these drivers for change in flood risk leads to difficulties in predicting flood risk. 

Consequently, recent studies have extended the framework of risk analysis towards a spatio-temporal framework 100 

as drivers for flood risk changes are varying in space and time (Ahmad and Simonovic, 2013; Aubrecht et al., 

2013; Cammerer et al., 2013; Fuchs et al., 2013; Früh-Müller et al., 2015; Fuchs et al., 2016; Röthlisberger et al., 

2016).  

The main problem in estimating future risks and spatio-temporal dynamics in risk components is that a study 

design has to be based on assumptions of the future development of societal and natural drivers of flood risk. 105 

Thus, the future pathways of evolving flood risks could be remarkably diverse and risk predictions might be 

uncertain. We aim at closing this gap by proposing a model experiment, in which the evolution of the considered 

drivers for flood risk is known. The main research questions are how to set up the model experiment in a way that 

it enables a disentangling of the main drivers of change and how alternative pathways of flood risk evolution 

could be simulated. Essentially, we want to know how flood risk would have developed over the last 100 years if 110 

society had implemented nature based solutions for flood risk management rather than technical solutions 

involving river corrections. Herein, our hypothesis is that a multi-temporal (retro-) model of the floodplain allows 

to capture flood risk change in a spatially explicit way and to disentangle the main drivers of change. 

2 Study area and methods  

The key for disentangling the different drivers of change is to elaborate spatial datasets representing different 115 

states in time of each selected driver. In our model experiment, we consider the following drivers of change as 

they evolved though the time period 1820-2015: a) the river morphology and b) the size and structure of the 
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settlement. Two processes, the construction of levees and the consecutive river incision influence the first driver. 

The model experiment is set up in a multi-temporal mode. This includes the creation of digital elevation models 

that represent historic states of the river morphology. In the model experiment, the different states of the river 120 

morphology (retro-models) are combined with different states of the building dataset. In addition, alternative 

development pathways are analysed by assuming the introduction of selected land use regulation strategies at an 

early point in time. The combination of the temporal states of the river and the settlement leads to the isolated 

quantification of the effects of each selected driver of change. An overview of the method is given in figure 1.  

 125 

Figure 1: Overview of the model experiment. The different states of the river morphology are combined with different 

states of the settlement. The combinations allow to analyse the key drivers of flood risk change in isolation. The 

timesteps are defined by the availability of historic data sources and maps. 

 

2.1 Study area 130 

The proposed approach of isolating the key drivers of flood risk change in a model experiment was developed in 

a case study where the necessary multi-temporal datasets of both river morphology and settlement structure are 

available. In Switzerland, the technology for river engineering and corrections spread in the early 19th century. 

One of the first relevant river corrections took place as early as in 1714 with the Kander River deviation (Wirth 

et al., 2011). In 1807 the Linth River was corrected (Vischer, 2003), and in 1824 the Aare River was corrected 135 

following the general zeitgeist of the era of river engineering. In the framework of preparatory planning of these 
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river correction works, the engineers measured mean water flows at many cross sections and made astonishingly 

exact surveys of the natural river topography. These data are available in the archives of the public authorities.  

In our study, we focus on the floodplain of the Emme River between Burgdorf and Gerlafingen (Canton of Bern, 

Switzerland, see figure 2). The Emme River drains a river catchment of 963 km2 upstream of the study area. The 140 

mean altitude of the pre-alpine catchment is about 860 m a.sl. The size of the study area is 55 km2.  

Historic development of river morphology and settlements in the study area 

The floodplain experienced a devastating and well-documented flood event in 1764. After this flood event, the 

authorities began with the installation of simple wooden river stabilisation measures. Moreover, after the flood 

events 1868 and 1876, the federal and cantonal authorities decided to regulate the main river course of the Emme, 145 

and in 1884 they began with the construction of lateral dikes. In the following decade, the narrowed riverbed 

incised by up to 2.4 m. Consequently, soon after the first anthropogenic modifications the erosion had to be 

stopped by the construction of riverbed stabilisation measures. Hence, this case study shows exemplarily a highly 

dynamic evolvement of a natural river towards an anthropogenically modified river. Additionally, the floodplain 

experienced a considerable economic growth in the late 19th and throughout the 20th century. This has been 150 

reflected by a population increase as well as by the number of houses. 

The dates for the reconstruction of the historic states of the floodplain are mainly determined by the availability 

of reliable historic sources and relevant dates with abrupt changes in parts of the study area. The present day 

situation represents the status of the river morphology and the status of the settlements in the year 2015. The most 

recent datasets are available for this year. The furthest point back in time with reliable data for reconstructing the 155 

natural state of the floodplain is the year 1820. For this year, reliable historic surveys were available. A map from 

the year 1820 allowed the reconstruction of the settlements. Between 1880 and 1910, the river corrections took 

place with the construction of lateral levees. Hence, a map dated by 1910 allowed to reconstruct both the river 

and the settlement models. After the construction of lateral levees, the riverbed incised remarkably. The incision 

stopped only in the 1960s after the construction of transverse structures for riverbed stabilization. Since then, the 160 

river morphology did not change substantially. We reconstructed the state of the settlements in 1960 to capture 

the relevant increase of the settlements in this economically prosperous period. 
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Figure 2: Overview of the study area, the floodplain of the Emme River downstream of Burgdorf, Switzerland. 

 165 

2.2 Model experiment 

The model experiment was based on the combination of different states of the floodplain in time. We focused on 

the evolution of flood risk since 1820 and on the comparison of the effects of selected driving forces for flood risk 

change, i.e. the effects of changing river morphology and the effect of settlement growth. From now on, we use 

the abbreviation SRS for the state of the river morphology and SSS for the state of the settlement. We used the 170 

following combinations of specific states of these factors for answering the research questions: 

• The evolution of flood risk is quantified by analysing the flood risk in the years 1820 (SRS 1820  SSS 

1820), 1880 (SRS 1820  SSS 1880), 1910 (SRS 1910  SSS 1910), 1960 (SRS 2015  SSS 1960), 

and 2015 (SRS 2015  SSS 2015). According to the historic maps, the river morphology was relatively 

stable before the river corrections and after 1960. Between these selected points in time, we assumed a 175 

linear trajectory of flood risk evolution because temporal states in between the selected ones are 

unknown.  

• The effects of river levees are analysed by comparing the states before and after the construction works, 

i.e. comparing the combination SRS 1820  SSS 1910 with the combination SRS 1910  SSS 1910. 
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• To analyse the effects of river incision on flood risk, we compared the two following states: SRS 1910 180 

 SSS 1910 and SRS 2015  SSS 1910. This scenario isolates the effect of river incision by ignoring 

the effect of the increasing settlements. 

• To capture the effects of urbanisation in the 1960s and thereafter, we compared the states of the 

settlements in 1960 and 2015 in a constant river morphology (SRS 2015  SSS 1960 vs. SRS 2015  

SSS 2015). 185 

In addition to the analysis of the actual development of flood risk, we hypothesized alternative pathways of 

flood risk development. For these analyses, we used the following hypothetical combinations of specific states 

of river morphology and settlement: 

• Do-nothing: In a baseline hypothetical scenario of the model experiment we explored no interventions 

for flood risk management. This scenario consists of the river morphology in 1910 with present day 190 

buildings (SRS 1910  SSS 2015) and represents a ‘do-nothing’ policy. For comparison, this scenario is 

trialled with the combination SRS 2015  SSS 2015 to answer the question of how many buildings are 

benefitting today from the decisions made more than 100 years ago. In other words, this comparison 

quantifies the cumulative benefits of historic river engineering works on today’s situation. 

Moreover, we analysed the effects of an introduction of land use planning at an early point in time and thus the 195 

long-term effect of this kind of risk management policy. The municipalities in Switzerland have to consider hazard 

maps in their land use regulation plans. Depending on the hazard zone, the construction of houses is regulated or 

restricted. A description of the land use regulation policy is given in Appendix A. The actual hazard maps have 

been incorporated into the municipal land use regulation plans in the period 2009-2015. The effect of this 

relatively recent intervention can only be quantified several years after implementation. Thus, we analysed the 200 

effects of an early implementation of the hazard maps on flood risk reduction. Considering hazard maps and land 

use regulation policy the following scenarios were developed: 

• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 1: Land use regulation only. In this experiment, we asked 

how many buildings occupied by people would not have been built in restricted areas (red hazard zones) 

if the hazard mapping regulation had been introduced in 1910 instead of in the 2000s. We elaborated a 205 

hazard map for the river morphology in 1910 following the actually valid guidelines for hazard mapping 

in Switzerland (see Appendix A). From the buildings dataset, we removed all the buildings that had been 

constructed in the red hazard zone (high hazard level) after the hypothetical implementation of the hazard 

map in 1910. This scenario shows an alternative pathway of flood risk development under strict land-use 
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regulation over 100 years, starting from a relatively natural state of the river and following a nature-210 

based flood risk management strategy.  

• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 2: Land use regulation combined with object protection 

measures. This scenario is based on the same assumptions as hypothetical scenario 1, but in addition we 

assumed that house owners in the blue hazard zones (medium hazard) implement object protection 

measures reducing the vulnerability of buildings by 50%, e.g. by sealing of house entrances or cellar 215 

windows to reduce the probability of water entering the house.  

• Hypothetical land use regulation scenario 3: Alternative policy. This scenario hypothesises the 

effects of an alternative land use regulation policy. Here, we implemented an alternative to the Swiss 

hazard mapping approach, by hypothetically adopting the Bavarian policy for hazard mapping. The main 

aspect of this policy is to avoid construction of houses in the area flooded by a 100-year flood event, 220 

irrespectively of the flow depths. As in the first and second hypothetic scenarios, we removed all the 

buildings that had been constructed in the regulated perimeter after the hypothetical implementation of 

this policy in 1910. 

2.3 Analyses and models required for conducting the model experiment 

To conduct the model experiment, three principal components must be prepared. The multi-temporal setup based 225 

on a) the retro-models of the river morphology, b) the retro-models of the houses, and c) the flood simulation and 

flood loss analysis module. In the following, we describe the main components of the model experiment. 

2.3.1 Retro-models of the river morphology 

The starting point of the multi-temporal analysis of changes in the river morphology is the actual situation. We 

elaborated a hydraulically correct digital elevation model (DEM) on the basis of a Lidar-based DEM with a spatial 230 

resolution of 0.5 m (KAWA Amt für Wald des Kantons Bern, 2015). We corrected the heights of the lateral levees 

with dGPS measurements. Hydraulic obstacles in the river channel (e.g. bridges) were removed, and the river bed 

below the water surface was interpolated by using surveyed cross sections from the Federal Office for the 

Environment (FOEN) as described in Zischg et al. (2018b). The result is a DEM that reflects the anthropogenically 

modified river and its floodplain in 2015 (SRS 2015). 235 

In total contrast to SRS 2015, we created a river channel that closely represents the morphology prior to any 

human interventions. We reconstructed this relatively natural state of the river by means of historic topographic 

maps (maps of Dufour and Siegfried from the federal Office for Topography SWISSTOPO) and contemporary 
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topographic surveys (Ritter, 1804; Anonymous, 1780-1820, 1820a, 1820b, 1898). The historic terrain models 

were reconstructed by georeferencing and digitalizing historic maps and historic cross-sections combined with 240 

the mapping of the geomorphologic evidences of former river structures in areas not modified by anthropogenic 

activities (Zischg, 2016). The historic maps and surveys are in a different coordinate system. Thus, we 

georeferenced the digitalized images with reference points and landmarks that are visible in both the historic and 

present day maps (see figure 3). We used the high-resolution digital elevation model for georeferencing the 

historic maps, because the abandoned channels and old branches indicated in the old maps are still visible in the 245 

present day DEM. The comparison of the historic maps with the landmarks in the DEM showed a high reliability 

and accuracy of the historic sources. From the georeferenced historic maps, we digitized the planform of the 

natural river course. In a subsequent step, we mapped all recent anthropogenic modifications of the terrain in the 

riverbed and the floodplain and erased these areas from the present day terrain model. In the resulting holes in the 

DEM, we interpolated a mean surface based on the elevation values at the lateral borders of the erased areas. This 250 

results in a terrain model free from artificial and hydraulically relevant landscape modifications. Afterwards, we 

incised the digitized areas of the historic riverbeds into the historic terrain model. The incision depth was 

delineated from the historic topographic surveys of cross section geometries. The resulting DEM represents the 

relatively natural river channel and floodplain in 1820 (SRS 1820, see figure 4). We repeated the procedure to 

elaborate the DEM of 1910 (SRS 1910) based on the maps of Goldschmied (1913) and Luder (1928). The 255 

reconstructed terrain models provided the basis for the creation of the computational mesh for a hydrodynamic 

model. In 1820, the river course was on average 90 m wide and the riverbed was about 1-3 m below the 

surrounding floodplain. In contrast, the present day DEM has a river width of 42 m and is on average 3 m below 

the natural river bed.  
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 260 

Figure 3: Extract of the historic map of 1820 of the Emme river reach near Kirchberg, Switzerland. 

 

 

Figure 4: Hillshades of the present day DEM (SRS 2015, left) and historic DEM of 1820 (SRS 1820, right) 

 265 
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2.3.2 Retro-models of the elements at risk 

In the analysis of flood risk, we focus explicitly on buildings and houses. In a multi-temporal exposure analysis, 

the building data set has to be elaborated for selected temporal states. For the present day situation, we used the 

building dataset elaborated by Röthlisberger et al. (2017). This dataset spatially represents the building’s 

footprints, to which their building value and the number of inhabitants were attributed (SSS 2015). This dataset 270 

is based on the digital terrain model of the Federal Office for Topography SWISSTOPO and the residential 

statistics of the Federal Office for Statistics (FOS). The building value was calculated based on each building’s 

volume, which has been derived from LIDAR measurements. The monetary value was calculated based on 

average construction prices. This present day situation provided the basis for the retro-models of the settlements. 

From a copy of this dataset, we removed the buildings which were not present in the topographic maps of 1959 275 

and 1960 (SWISSTOPO). This results in a dataset representing the settlement in 1960 (SSS 1960). The historic 

Siegfried maps of 1915, 1916, and 1917 lead to a dataset of the settlements in 1910 (SSS 1910). The historic maps 

of 1871, 1879, 1880 lead to a dataset representing the year 1880 (SSS 1880). Finally, we used the historic Dufour 

map of the year 1845 (SWISSTOPO) and the maps of Finsler (1978) for reconstructing the status of settlements 

in 1820 (SSS 1820). 280 

However, we let the reconstruction values, the type of functionality, and the vulnerability of the houses constant 

over the whole period in the model experiment. This means that the losses vary only with the number of houses 

exposed to floods and not with the inflation or extension of building values over time.  

2.3.3 Flood simulation and flood loss analyses 

The selected spatio-temporal states of the digital terrain models and the buildings provided the basis for a flood 285 

loss analysis. For each temporal status of the river morphology, we simulated several flood events ranging from 

the mean annual flood to an extreme flood.  

An important step in this procedure is the preparation of the hydrographs for flood simulation. On the basis of an 

observed discharge time-series, typical flood hydrographs, i.e. a synthetic design hydrograph, were derived using 

the guidelines proposed by Serinaldi and Grimaldi (2011). Based on measurements at the river gauging station in 290 

the study area, observed hydrographs were normalized in terms of event duration and peak discharge. The 

resulting dimensionless event hydrographs were superimposed and centered on the peak position. A two 

parametric gamma distribution function was fitted to represent the typical shape of the event hydrographs, as 

described by Nadarajah (2007) and Rai et al. (2009). This resulted in a synthetic unit hydrograph that represents 

a typical hydrograph shape of flood events in the corresponding catchment. The synthetic unit hydrograph was 295 
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scaled to various peak discharges, whereas an empirical peak-volume-ratio was used to determine the 

corresponding event duration. The procedure was applied to generate synthetic design hydrographs for a 

continuous series of peak discharges in intervals of 50 m3s-1 (figure 5). The occurrence probability of each 

hydrograph was delineated from the extremal statistics of the gauging station Emme Wiler (provided by FOEN). 

In general, the delineated synthetic hydrographs represent a typical flood hydrograph. Nevertheless, other event 300 

types could potentially occur, as for instance long lasting rainfall events (Brunner et al., 2018). These may have a 

higher volume than the one assumed while having the same peak discharge. In these cases, the flood losses may 

be higher. 

 
Figure 5: Synthetic hydrographs with an interval of 50 m3/s used for the flood simulations. In addition, the three 305 
hydrographs used for the elaboration of the hazard maps are shown in bold lines.  

 

In a further step, we developed a flood inundation model in two dimensions (2D) for each floodplain. We used 

the 2D flood inundation model BASEMENT to represent the water fluxes through the river and its floodplain 

(Vetsch et al., 2017). It is a numerical model solving the shallow water equations on the basis of an irregular mesh. 310 

An irregular mesh was generated from each of the reconstructed DEMs. The model has been validated with 

insurance claims in nearby case studies and reproduced well historic flood events (Zischg et al., 2018b). We 

calibrated the friction values of the SRS 2015 inundation model with the stage-discharge relationship at the 

gauging station at Emme-Wiler (FOEN). The friction value of 31 m1/3/s (Strickler coefficient) results in a 

maximum deviation of the model from the stage-discharge relationship of 5 cm along the range of observations. 315 

The river structure is relatively homogeneous along the river reach. Thus, we assumed the same friction value for 
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the riverbed across the whole river reach. The average size of the mesh elements is approximately 32 m2 in the 

river channel and 279 m2 in the floodplain. The main linear structures are considered in the mesh as break lines. 

As there are no flood events in the floodplains recorded in the past years but a few bank-full discharge flood 

events, we validated the hydraulic model with the flood events on 08th August 2007 and 24th July 2014. As in 320 

reality, the model simulated a bank-full discharge with no overtopping and consequently no flooding in the 

floodplain. Hence, the model reproduces the bank-full discharge (water surface elevations max. 15 cm below dam 

heights) without overtopping the lateral levees. Moreover, we checked if the simulation model reproduces the 

weak points known by the official hydraulic engineering authorities, i.e. the locations along the river where water 

is first overtopping the levees in case of a flood. These weak points have been reproduced by the model and 325 

overflowing of the dams is beginning at known locations.  

The synthetic design hydrographs were used as upper boundary conditions for the 2D inundation model of each 

terrain model. The lower boundary condition is defined as where the water flows out of the model. The flow 

depths resulting from the hydrodynamic models were attributed to each building by identifying the maximum 

flow depth of all nodes within the footprint of the building (Bermúdez and Zischg, 2018). This leads to the 330 

calculation of the object-specific vulnerability and estimation of object-specific losses (Zischg et al., 2013; Zischg 

et al., 2018a). Vulnerability functions provide a degree of loss on the basis of the flow depth at the location of the 

house. The value ranges from 0 (no damage) to 1 (total loss). This degree of loss is subsequently multiplied by 

the specific reconstruction value of the building. Currently, five vulnerability functions are considered in the 

damage calculation procedure. We used the functions of Hydrotec (2001), Dutta et al. (2003), Jonkman et al. 335 

(2008), Totschnig et al. (2011), and Papathoma-Köhle et al. (2015). The multiplication of the building value of 

the house with the degree of loss leads to the flood-loss for a specific exposed object (e.g., a single house). The 

multi-model ensemble of losses calculated with different vulnerability functions was aggregated to an average 

loss at single building level, as proposed by Figueiredo et al. (2017). The sum of all losses of each flood scenario 

in the floodplain enters into the “flood peak – flood loss” relationship of the floodplain. The aggregated losses are 340 

subsequently multiplied with the probability of the scenario. The flood risk over all scenarios until a return period 

of 100 years results from the integration of all scenario-related risks (figure 10). Applying a range of scenarios 

covering the expected flood magnitudes in the river reach offers a differentiated sensitivity analysis of the 

floodplain against the flood magnitude, and thus non-linear behaviour in the flood peak – flood loss relationship 

can be detected if present.  345 
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3 Results and discussion 

The multi-temporal retro-model consists of three states in time of the river morphology and five states in time of 

the settlement structure. The hydraulic simulations result in three sets of flood scenarios based on the DEMs of 

the river models. The simulations show the spatial pattern of the floodplain’s sensitivity against the flood 

magnitude. In figure 6, the set of scenarios are shown in a generalized way. For each mesh triangle, the minimum 350 

peak discharge is shown that is needed to flood the respective part of the floodplain. The figure shows the 

effectiveness of the levees in terms of reducing flooded areas from 1820 (figure 6a), to 1910 (figure 6b) and 2015 

(figure 6c). The maximum flood considered in this study (with a peak discharge of 1000 m3/s, corresponding to a 

return period of 81,800 years) covers an area of 19.5 km2 in the original state of the river while only 13.7 km2 are 

being flooded in the present day DEM. The river incision reduces the flooded areas by 7.5 km2. This means that 355 

the river correction is also remarkably effective in an extreme flood event. More important from the risk point of 

view, the reduction of flooded areas is more effective in frequent floods. For instance, a flood event with a return 

period of 30 years (peak discharge of 511 m3/s) covers 11.47 km2 in 1910 while it covers only 0.96 km2 today. 

 

Figure 6: Minimal peak discharge needed for flooding specific locations in the floodplain: a) Flood map of a natural 360 
river morphology in 1820, b) flood map of the river morphology in 1910, c) flood map of the present day situation 

(2015). 

 

In addition to the changes in the river morphology, the settlement structure co-evolved with the river. Figure 7 

shows the time stamps of the settlement structure. The settlement in the study area grew by a factor of 10.6 in the 365 

period 1820-2015, by a factor of 3.6 in the period 1820-1910, and by a factor of 2.9 in the period 1910-2015. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the temporal evolution of the settlement aggregated for the whole floodplain of the Emme 

River. 
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 370 

Figure 7: Overview of the spatio-temporal evolvement in settlement structure. 
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Figure 8: Settlement growth in the study area in the period 1820-2015. 375 

 

3.1 Flood risk evolution and drivers of flood risk change 

The shown spatio-temporal dynamics allows the quantification of the flood risk change (figure 10, right). Flood 

risk in 1820 was in the order of 6.2 mio. CHF/year. It increased to 21.6 mio. CHF/year in 1880, because of the 

settlement growth. After the construction of the levee, flood risk decreased to 17.3 mio. CHF/year in 1910 and 380 

further to 0.6 mio. CHF/year in 1960 due to the consecutive river incision. After 1960, flood risk increased again 

to 3 mio. CHF/year until 2015. In summary, flood risk in 2015 is half (48.4%, 3.2 mio. CHF/year less) of that in 

1820. Surprisingly, flood risk decreased overall in the period 1820-2015, with a rebound effect since 1960. 

When looking at the main drivers, the river engineering measures are the most important driver for flood risk 

change (-42.4 mio. CHF/year, calculated as shown in figure 10b). However, an important part of this flood risk 385 

reduction is due to the incision after the construction of the levees. The river incision between 1910 and 1960 

increased the river conveyance and resulted in a flood risk reduction of 16.7 mio. CHF/year when assuming SSS 

1910 as constant. This is 40.3% of the total flood risk reduction by the river engineering measures (flood risk 

change in the period 1880-1960). The engineering works are effective in the full range of peak discharges, 

meaning that they reduce the losses also in the extremal range of peak of flood magnitudes. Herein, the ‘peak 390 

discharge – flood loss’ relationship, i.e. the loss footprint of the floodplain, allows a closer look at the sensitivity 

of the floodplain against flood magnitudes (figure 9). 

When looking at the effect of the growing settlements, we can observe that this factor constrains the effects of the 

river engineering measures. From 1960 to 2015, flood risk increased by 2.4 mio. CHF/year (a factor of 5) after a 
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period with decreasing risk. As shown in figure 9, exposure increases mostly in the extremal range of flood 395 

magnitudes. This diagram shows that the river engineering measures introduce a threshold behavior into the 

floodplain’s loss footprint. In the river morphology of 2015, there are no losses until a certain threshold in flood 

magnitude. However, beyond this threshold losses increase with a high rate. This means that losses are sensitive 

against an increase in peak discharge in the upper range of return periods. In contrast, the natural state of the river 

is less responsive to increasing flood magnitude (figures 9 and 10). Especially in the upper range of floods, the 400 

rate of increase in flood losses with peak discharge is much lower than in the present day state. However, the 

overall losses are much higher.  

 

Figure 9: Peak discharge – flood exposure relationships in different states of the floodplain. 

 405 

3.2 Alternative pathways of flood risk evolution 

In addition to the identification of the main drivers, we analysed the effects of alternative policies as exemplarily 

demonstrated by Thaler et al. (2018) for prioritization strategies. The do-nothing strategy, based on the assumption 

that no interventions are taken, results in a flood risk that is 45.6 times higher than the present day risk (figure 

10). Thus, the cumulative effect of all river engineering measures of the present day state is a flood risk reduction 410 

of 133.9 mio. CHF/year when considering SSS 2015 as the baseline. In absolute numbers, 1950 houses are 

protected from a 100-year flood when compared with a relatively natural river morphology (SRS 1820). The 

losses of a 100-year flood are reduced by 84.5% in comparison to the do-nothing strategy. When assuming the 
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state of settlement in 1820 as constant over time in combination with a changing river morphology, the number 

of exposed buildings decreased by 85%. 415 

The first hypothetical land use regulation scenario on alternative pathways shows that an introduction of the hazard 

mapping policy as early as 1910 would have resulted in a flood risk that is 25.5 times higher than the present day 

risk reduced by river engineering works, but 28.2% less than in a do-nothing scenario (hypothetical land use 

regulation scenario 2). In contrast, if an average reduction of the vulnerability of houses against flooding in blue 

hazard zones by 50% is considered, this results in a further risk reduction of 28.7% (in total 56.9% less than the 420 

do-nothing scenario, hypothetical land use regulation scenario 2). Thus, the effectiveness of the actual hazard 

mapping policy markedly depends on the implementation of object protection measures. Interestingly, the 

hypothetical consideration of an alternative land use regulation policy (hypothetical land use regulation scenario 

3), e.g. the Bavarian land use regulation policy (Drost and Ell, 2016), shows that the effectiveness of different 

kinds of policies would be remarkably diverse. Under the Bavarian policy the model suggests that risk reduction 425 

is in the same range as technical measures. Both technical measures and this policy is aiming at protecting 

elements at risk up to a design event of a100-year flood. Thus, non-technical interventions can compete with 

engineering measures (Thieken et al., 2016), but they have to be implemented in a long time horizon, as shown 

by figure 10. 

 430 

Figure 10: a) Flood loss footprint of the floodplain. b) Trajectory of flood risk evolution and alternative pathways. 

Hypothetical scenario 1 considers land use regulation only.  
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4 Conclusions 

In the model experiment, we showed that the most relevant of the considered drivers of change in the study region 

is the human intervention on the river morphology. However, changes of river morphology by the construction of 435 

the lateral dams are not the only driver for decreasing risk. The levees alone are effective for flood risk reduction 

only in the range of frequent floods up to a peak discharge 450 m3/s (return period ~14 years). In contrast, a 

relevant driver for flood risk reduction is the incision of the river following the construction of the levees. The 

incision markedly increases the river conveyance and consequently reduces the frequency of flooding in the 

floodplain. Thus, this secondary effect of the human interventions has also a high relevance for reducing flood 440 

risks. 

The effects of river morphology that decrease flood risk are partly rebount by an increase of the elements at risk 

since the 1960s. However, the effects of the drivers that reduce flood risks are more relevant than the effects of 

the drivers that increase risks. Overall, a decrease in flood risk results. 

While the results of the model experiment are case-specific, the described retro-modelling experiment approach 445 

demonstrated a suitable method for disentangling the main drivers of change in flood risk. Besides disentangling 

drivers of change, the presented model experiment allows the analysis of alternative pathways. We have shown 

the isolated effect of land use regulation that restricts the construction of houses in hazard zones. Nevertheless, 

land use regulation aiming at limiting flood exposure needs a long-term time horizon to become effective. 

Furthermore, the actual hazard mapping policy is less effective than other concepts of land use regulation, e.g. 450 

keeping the flooded area of a 100-year flood event totally free from new constructions. The latter has a higher 

effectiveness, especially in combination with the strategy of reserving room for rivers, and is applied in other 

European regions as for example in Bavaria, Germany (Drost and Ell, 2016). If in 1910 this policy had been 

implemented instead of the river corrections with the following river incision, the risk would only slightly be 

higher than in the present day situation. Thus, keeping the floodplains free from houses for a long period is nearly 455 

as effective as constructive protection measures. Nonetheless, the costs of this policy in terms of missed 

opportunities due to unrealised economic land use have to be discussed before a final conclusion can be drawn.  

We showed that the flood risk is evolving considerably and that it is not necessarily increasing. In contrast, the 

presented examples show a relevant decrease of the flood risk in the past 200 years. Furthermore, the presented 

example confirms the so called levee effect (White, 1945), caused by the increase of settlement in floodplains 460 

protected by levees. Mainly, overall flood risk in engineered river systems is only increasing due to an increase in 

residual risks. 
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In comparison to fully synthetic model experiments, the study design of the retro-model experiment is based on 

real data. This means that such a model experiment must not necessarily contain highly uncertain assumptions 

that are inherent in fully synthetic model experiments. Examples for such assumptions are the growth factor of 465 

the settlement, the intervention of governments in the form of hydraulic engineering works, or the spatio-temporal 

dynamics of settlement evolvement after the introduction of land use maps. All of these dynamics are unknown 

in prospective experiments. Nevertheless, a retro-model experiment allows analysing alternative pathways of 

floodplain evolution, by altering one model parameter while letting the others constant.  

The retro-model has a potential for analysing feedbacks between physical and social processes. With this, the 470 

approach may help to understand perspectives for the future by considering the feedback mechanisms between 

the drivers of flood risk change in the past. This may provide a basis for developing coupled component models 

of the full flood risk chain from climate, precipitation, floods and losses that consider the spatio-temporal 

dynamics in both physical and socio-economic components, e.g. considering adaptation efforts in future 

projections of flood risk. This should eventually lead to sophisticated model chains that consider at least partially 475 

the complexity in flood risk evolution. The approach may be furthermore adapted for a risk monitoring program 

as demanded by Zischg et al. (2013). By quantitatively observing the spatio-temporal dynamics of the single 

factors in the risk formula, the evolvement of flood risk can be monitored as well.  

Last but not least, a retro-model is a reliable basis for the formulation of narratives in climate adaptation (Dessai 

and Hulme, 2004). They can provide good examples for successful adaptation pathways (Wise et al., 2014) in 480 

history. Furthermore, they could be used in risk communication for demonstrating undesired effects of the sum of 

individual decisions over a long period, and for illustrating how undesired side effects could be avoided by the 

design of natural flood management options (Lane, 2017; Thieken et al., 2016). However, projections of future 

adaptation pathways should not be based on past trends identified by retro-models. Furthermore, the presented 

approach has other important limitations. First, it requires reliable and accurate historic spatial data over a long 485 

period and second, the spatio-temporal dynamics of flood risk between the selected time steps are unknown. 

 

Data availability: 

The model experiment is interactively visualized at www.risikodynamik.ch. 
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Appendix A 820 

 

Hazard mapping and land use planning in Switzerland 

In Switzerland, all municipalities are obliged to elaborate a hazard map. This hazard map classifies an examined 

area into five categories with respect to the magnitude and frequency of potential flood events (Fuchs et al. 2017). 

Red zones (high hazard) indicate areas where residents are at risk both inside and outside of buildings and sudden 825 

destruction of a building is possible upon impact with process-related forces. Blue zones (moderate hazard) 

indicate those areas where people are at risk outside of buildings and moderate destruction of buildings may be 

possible. Yellow zones (low hazard) delimit areas where flood hazard may lead to considerable monetary loss at 

buildings, but people are rarely at risk. The main criteria for classification of the hazard is the flood intensity with 

thresholds at 0.5 m or 0.5 m2/s (yellow and blue), between 0.5 m and 2.0 m or 0.5m2/s and 2.0m2/s (yellow and 830 

blue), or exceeding 2.0 m or 2.0 m2/s (red). The probability of occurrence of the underlying flood hazard is used 

to further distinguish the hazard zones for up to 30 year (blue and red), 30-100 year (yellow, blue and red) and 

100 to 300 year (yellow and red) return periods. Areas within the investigation focus but without a potential hazard 

are coloured as white. Areas susceptible to a residual risk are coloured in yellow-white striped, i.e. areas in which 

the probability of occurrence of a flood event is less than one in 300 years. The hazard maps were elaborated in a 835 

target scale of 1:2’000 to 1:10’000.  

When implemented into the legally binding land use regulation plan of the municipality, the hazard map becomes 

relevant for houseowners and landowners. The Guidelines for the Consideration of the Hydrological Hazards in 

Land-Use Planning Activities were approved in 1997 (BWW, BRP, and BUWAL 1997). In red zones, the 

authorities are obliged to restrict any construction of new houses. Thus, land parcels within red zones cannot be 840 

sold with a value of land suitable for construction. Houses that are located in red zones before the implementation 

of the hazard map are not allowed to be extended, nor their type of use could be modified. In blue zones, new 

houses are only permitted to be constructed if their constructor guarantees to implement protection measures that 

prevent losses from flooding. Existing houses have to be adapted in case of a planned modification or extension. 

In yellow zones, the construction of critical buildings, e.g. schools and public buildings, is allowed only after a 845 

specific sensitivity analysis of the planned project (Kanton Zürich 2014).  
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